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ANNOUNCING THE WINNERS | Monmade’s ONE Green Product Design Competition 

 
April 22, 2021 - Western Pennsylvania: Earth Day 2021 brings a close to Monmade’s first ONE 
Green Product Design Competition 2021. 
 
The 3 winners of Monmade’s ONE Green Product Design Competition are:  
 

● John Peña: Core Sample Bollard & Text Bollard 
● Transit Forge: TRANSITION Bike Racks 
● Clark Morelia - Jocelyn Avila & Rob Hackett: Modular Light 

 
Learn more about each winner and their products here. 
 
Monmade’s intention for this competition was to support regional manufacturing and sourcing, provide 
durable, functional, and scalable products, and inspire design teams to think outside-the-box for 
products that fill a local market-driven need. What transpired were solutions that are not only made 
responsibly, but use innovative materials and solve challenges with waste stream supply and recycling.  
 
The winning products and their design teams have introduced innovative environmentally conscious 
products that encompass social responsibility and tell a compelling story behind their inspired designs.  
 
"The One Green Product competition has confirmed what we already know to be true, Pittsburgh 
designers are ready and eager to develop world class products that add value to communities. 
Although we can only select 3 products, every entry was well thought out and the competition was stiff. 
We are looking forward to cultivating more opportunities for sustainable product development and 
showcasing the world class talent we have in our region." says Katie Schaible, Director at Monmade. 
 
NEXT STEPS… Bringing these products to market is what Monmade does best. The grant funding 
awarded to the design teams will go directly into product development with hopes to reduce the 
environmental footprint of products and local artisan producers fulfill their goals.  
 
 
About Monmade 
 
Monmade has recently begun focusing its attention on bringing artisanal design to market and supports 
regionally sourced, responsibly made, and environmentally conscious products for design and 
development projects. This design competition reflects their sustainablyMonmade initiative and core 
commitment to increasing the sustainable production practices for their network to have a positive 
impact on regional economies, the environment, and social well-being. 
The latest projects for Monmade include the TRYP Hotel in Lawrenceville, Mews on Butler, and Eighth 
& Penn. Learn more at www.monmade.org  
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